Celebrity Wedding News: Chris
Pratt
&
Katherine
Schwarzenegger Tie the Knot

By Bonnie Griffin
In celebrity wedding news, Chris Pratt and Katherine
Schwarzenegger got married. According to EOnline.com, Pratt
and Schwarzenegger were married at the lavish San Ysidro Ranch
in Montecito, California in a “classic and romantic” ceremony.
This famous celebrity couple kept their guest list to
approximately 70 people, saying their vows in front of their
closest family and friends.

In celebrity wedding news, Chris
and Katherine said “I do” in front
of family and friends at their
“classic and romantic” wedding.
What are some ways to make your
wedding classic and romantic?
Cupid’s Advice:
Planning a wedding can be an elaborate event, but sometimes it
is nice to go back to the basics and keep everything classic
and focus on romance. If you want to focus on having a
classic, romantic wedding there are numerous tactics you can
choose from keeping the guest list small, to sticking with a
classic black and white color scheme. Cupid has some advice
for keeping your nuptials classic and romantic:
1. Style and color: Your color scheme and dress are big parts
of the tone set for your wedding. Simple combinations like
black and white will keep everything classic, and make sure
that the focus is on you and your partner instead of an overly
complicated wedding theme. A beautiful white ball gown wedding
dress is just the finishing touch needed to keep this classic
look moving in the right direction.
Related Link: Celebrity Couple News: Justing Bieber & Hailey
Baldwin Debut Wedding Bands
2. Roses: Nothing says romance quite like a bouquet of roses.
They come in many different colors, so you will be able to
find the right combination to go with your dress and overall
theme. They are available year-round and will add just the
right touch of femininity and romantic charm for your classic
wedding theme.

Related Link: Celebrity Engagement? Rooney Mara’s Sparkly
Diamond ring Sparks Joaquin Phoenix Engagement Rumors
3. Classic music: Just like your dress and color scheme, the
music at your wedding plays a big part in setting the tone for
your wedding. If you want to keep things classic and romantic,
stick with classic wedding songs. If you have live music,
choose string instruments like the violin for that classic
vibe. “At Last” by Etta James makes a great wedding song for a
classic, romantic wedding ceremony.
What are some ideas you have to put together a classic and
romantic wedding ceremony? Let us know your thoughts in the
comments below.

